BODY ACTION > Movement Relation
It is a training based on the construction of physical actions. It induces the participant to
move from a common language and not form dance codes. It decodes and destructs the
established and predetermined languages of the dance. The class is representation of
control and physical intuition, its purpose is to create states: physical, mental and even
emotional from taxation. It takes the body to its maximum capabilities with a
corporately controlled risk. Guide the pupils to find the truth in their body and to
contact their own way of moving, to assume the information regarding their intuition.
The class is experiential learning.
Physical Action as Scenic Construction
Improvisation, of Loss, the Emotional Act of Physicality, The Atlas of the Body and its
Collective Trajectories. Laboratory of Partnering,
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years of professional experience. From 2006 he has been developing his methodological
approach Body-Action > Movement-Relation , which he has taught at multiple centers
across Europe, Asia and Latin America.
(AUSTRIA) SEAD- Salzburg Experimental Academy of Dance, (RUSSIA) Классы-"Для Своих"
-DAAS, (CROATIA) Festival plesa i neverbalnog kazališta Svetvinčenat > Zagreb,
(GERMANY) DOCK11, (BELGIUM) GARAGE29, (SINGAPORE) Xposition ‘O’ Contemporary
Odt Dance Fiesta, (THE NETHERLANDS) FONTYS Hogeschool voor de Kunsten,
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In his international trajectory, he is mentioned as one of the young precursors of new
tendencies and ruptures of the training for the scenic interpreter. He has earned various
awards, residences and artistic grants in various continents. Francisco has exhibited his
pedagogical work at many international festivals, companies and professional schools in
Mexico, the United States, Canada, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Costa Rica, Spain,
Holland, Italy, France, Czech Republic, Ireland, Belgium, Switzerland, Croatia, Germany,
Russia and Singapour
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